For some reason, we were ordered to move on another camp, digging a bunk on.

Half an hour and then in a few days,

We were ordered to move again and the

Cove Emma I think's Emma and have been here ever since and shortly after me, came her Lens Fee and first under an arrest and he had his trial and was released and has been ever since and I hope that he will be and then two other Lieutenants. Ever after under arrest and have been ever since Lieutenants. Fee has been the only one that ever have been for duty this is the same here out of our Battery and I don't think that we will have Enemy of the above again but if once hadn't came here we should have been together for now near to be taken up on account of one officer and as soon as Fee was released he and all the men took hold and went to work and all learned the drill and then they knew that once could do if once had a chance and they gave us a chance and once our...